APPROXIMATION THEOREM FOR A FIELD OF MEASURABLE OBSERVABLES OVER
For any two projections p,q € proj d, we shall write p~q if p and q are equivalent, and p < q if there exists a projection q j e proj d such that p ~ q i < q [4] .
For a set X, let A denote the diagonal of XxX, and D the family of all subsets V c XxX containing the diagonal A.
For any V € 2> x and any x,y e X, we shall write |x-y| < V if (x,y) € V and use the notations K(x,V) = {y € X :|x-y|< V }, K(x,2V) = {y€X : 3zeK(x,V) ; yeK(z,V)> [5] .
Let V. € D denote a uniform structure in X which x determines a topology 0 [5] and let for any x e X, 0(x) denote the family of neighbourhoods of the point in this topology.
We shall start with proposing the following definitions: with some x(r) e X. Now, we can define The uniform convergence t -a. u. i) > £ has thus been n proved.
The case of a Llndelof space X. Our reasoning is the same as in the previous case, but a continuous, countable. 
